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Life isn't Binary: On
Being Both, Beyond
& In-Between
by Meg-John Barker

& Alex Iantaffi (2019)

Using  bisexual  &  nonbinary

gender experiences as a starting point, this truly

original & insightful book encourages reflection

on how we view & understand the world we live

in & how we all bend, blur, or break society's

binary codes.

Morgaine weaves a tapestry of

contemporary research on sexual

& gender identity with personal

narratives of pansexual people from a diverse

backgrounds who have navigated social norms

& constructs to understand their own sexuality.

Pansexuality: A Panoply
of Co-Constructed
Narratives
by Karen Morgaine (2020)

Bi: Notes for a Bisexual
Revolution
by Shiri Eisner (2014)

how bisexuality can open up new & exciting ways

of challenging social convention.

A comprehensive look at bisexual

politics  including  monosexism,

biphobia, gender, trans issues,

feminism & more, highlighting
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is a US media archive

dedicated to increasing

hands-on interaction with

m-spec history & culture.

Our resources are for anyone;

educators, students, journalists,

organizations, & the LGBTQIA+

community at large are encouraged

to use our resources.
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Need help researching bi, pan, or
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BI & PAN
NONFICTION

 - Full of personal stories,
  history, and guidance from
     the bi/pan/fluid
      community.

       - Perfect for exploring
         your own experiences
          & thoughts while 
              learning about
                others!
              
              



Bisexuals inhabit a liminal space,

& are frequently misunderstood 

 or  dismissed  by the straight &

New Testimonials: Essays
& Narratives About
Bisexuality, Vols. 1 & 2
edited by Lauren Nickodemus

& Ellen Desmond (2017, 2019)

gay communities alike. This selection of diverse

writers has come together to share their personal

stories, helping bisexual voices be heard &

identities seen.

& visual art produced by 61 bisexual, pansexual,

polysexual & fluid men from the United States,

Canada, Chile, India, Spain, Sweden & the United

Kingdom.

A friendly guide to understanding

and embracing bisexuality. With

first-hand accounts from bisexual

advocates, it includes practical 

Bi the Way: The
Bisexual Guide to Life
by Lois Shearing (2021)

tips & guidance on dating, sex, erasure, coming

out, activism & gender identity.

This exploration of the history &

future of the bisexual movement

fuses  a chronology  of  bisexual 

How Queer! Personal
Narratives from Bisexual,
Pansexual, Polysexual,
Sexually-Fluid, & Other 
Non-Monosexual
Perspectives
edited by Faith Beauchemin (2016)

A collection of 14 short autobiographical essays

by ordinary bisexual, pansexual, & sexually-fluid

people from diverse backgrounds sharing their

experiences & telling their own stories. 

Claiming the B in LGBT: 
Illuminating the Bisexual
Narrative
edited by Kate Harrad (2018)

Reflecting a broad spectrum of 

religious  tradition  &  spiritual

paths including Buddhist, Hindu,

Pagan, Christian & Jewish, over

30 contributors speak about how their bisexuality

intersects with their faith practice.

Blessed Bi Spirit: Bisexual
People of Faith
edited by Debra R. Kolodny

(2000)
..

REC*OG*NIZE: The Voices
of Bisexual Men
edited by Robyn Ochs &

H. Sharif Williams (2014)

A  collection  of  short  fiction, 

poetry,  personal narratives,

creative  nonfiction, critical essays

The broadest single collection

of bisexual literature available

today, collecting 220 essays from

42  countries  around  the world

that explore bisexual identity & culture.

■ Bi Lives: Bisexual Women Tell 

    Their Stories

    edited by Kata Orndorff

■ Bi Any Other Name: Bisexual 

    People Speak Out

    edited by Loraine Hutchins

■ Bisexuality: The Psychology & 

    Politics of an Invisible Minority

    by Beth Firestein (2002)

■ Bisexual & Pansexual Identities: 

    Exploring & Challenging Invisibility   

    & Invalidation

    Nikki Hayfield (2020)

■ Purple Prose: Bisexuality in Britain

    Kate Harrad (2016)

a few more worth  checking out...

Under the Bisexual
Umbrella: Diversity of
Identity & Experience
edited by Corey E. Flanders (2018)

"The bisexual umbrella" is often

used to describe a wide range

of attraction to multiple genders.

The writers in this book each grapple with how

the "umbrella" is applied to a variety of

communities &  personal experiences, discussing

the benefits — & costs — of the words we use to

understand ourselves & others.

Getting Bi: Voices of
Bisexuals Around the World
edited by Robyn Ochs

& Sarah E. Rowley (2009)

organizing with personal narratives, poems, &

articles illuminating the lived experiences of

bisexual activists.

Discover hundreds more bi/pan books & authors at bipanlibrary.com


